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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT LIFE 
Introduction 
The Director of Student Life returned to Prairie View A & M College 
July 28, 1961, after more than 3z years leave from his job. During tis 
absence, work had been carried on by the Acting Dean of Student Life, 
the Dean of Men. There was no office space provided for the Director of 
Student Life. Before taking leave the Director of Student Life was the 
Project Manager of the Prairie View ICA Liberia Contract. The office 
space used for the Liberia contract was the office of the Director of 
Student Life. Upon return of the Director, and the completion of the 
Liberia Contract, it was necessary to find suitable office space for the 
Director of Student Life. It was felt desirable that the Director of 
Student Life should be'close to the other personnel offices; The Dean of 
Men, The Deam of Women, The Counseling Center, The Chaplain, etc. The 
Dean of the School of Nursing occupied the office between the Counseling 
Center and the Dean of Women. She agreed to turn it over to the Director 
of Student Life if suitable quarters could be found for the Dean of 
Nursing. Suitable quarters were found in the E. C. May Home Economics 
Building. Most of the furniture was scattered between several offices 
during the absence of the Director, and had to be collected and moved to 
the new quarters. The furniture was adequate for carrying on the work. 
Every one was cooperative in making available supplies and equipment needed 
to begin operation. There was no staff to assist the Director of Student 
Life. It was his duty to write up job descriptions for an assistant. This 
assistant would perform both secretary and administrative duties. The 
position was finally approved and classified as Senior Secretary, Range 
Number 22. There were no funds available, and the position was never 
filled. The duties performed by the director and the assistants of the 
office of the Dean of Student has always been an appendage to some other 
office, either the Registrar, the Project Manager or the Dean of Men. 
That is the reason no office space and personnel were allocated to this 
office. Many changes had taken place at the institution during the 
absence of the Director and altered the nature of the type of planning 
and supervision necessary to carry on the functions of the Dean of 
Students. The physical examination of students by the local staff was 
discontinued. The construction and operation of the Memorial Center 
provided new facilities and personnel to carry on larger and enriched 
programs. A secretary of the YW-YMCA had become a part of the Student 
Personnel Program. The A Cappella Choir had been organized and provided 
new types of supervision and direction. The Registration procedure of the 
enrollment of students in the Fall Semester had been altered, whereby, the 
students would not pay their fees until they had completed registration. 
With increased enrollment and no additional housing facilities this created 
a problem for the housing authorities to reserve dormitory space. Mary 
students who reserved rooms did not show up for registration. 
There were many adjustments that the Directors of Student Life had 
to make and many problems to solve, with no official staff to help with 
the solution of the problems needing attention. Much useful work which 
could have been done was post ponded. No secretarial service was made 
available during the entire year. 
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The Secretary of the Counseling Center was unable to carry the load 
of the Counseling Center-the Director of Student Life, so the activities 
of the Director of Student Life, supervision and direction, were reduced 
to a minimum, among these were observation and planning. The secretarial 
help was given in emergencies by the secretaries of the various offices, 
The Dean of Men, Dean of Women, The Dean of Instruction, the Counseling 
Center, The Memorial Center, and the President's Office. With meager 
funds provided in the budget part-time student help was obtained. 
It was soon discovered that faculty participation in student activities 
had just about ceased. There were many reasons for this; chief, among 
them was that the available funds for student activities had been budgeted 
through the Memorial Center and were used to sponser programs provided by 
the Center. There were not sufficient funds available for all the student 
activities. There developed disagreement between the Director of Student 
Life and the Director of the Memorial Center, in regard to the Center's 
organization, control, and student participation. It was the idea of the 
Director of Student Life that the Center was over organized and over 
staffed, that the Center was operated under an advisory board was dominated 
by the Director of the Center. The Director of the Center and the Director 
of Student Life were unable to resolve these differences. The President 
appointed a committee to dissolve these differences and make recommendations, 
but no acceptable resolution has been determined. 
The Counseling Center needs help, the Counselor has been burdened 
through out the regular session with a heavy teaching load. He has been 
over extended and has curtailed individual testing programs. He has had 
considerable difficulty in coordinating the advisors, he has had to 
distribute grades of the freshmen for the first semester to the advisors 
at mid-term and the end of the semester in order to bring the advisors and 
the advisees together. 
The Health service is no longer burdened with the physical examination 
of all the students at the beginning of each school year. As long as the 
student is in continuous residence it is not necessary for the student to 
have a physical examination. The new students are required to have their 
examinations before they arrive on the campus, this is certified by the 
attending physician on a medical farm provided by the college to the applicant. 
This change has made possible the conservation of funds and personnel 
at the opening of school and elimination of considerable confusion. It 
was the hope that through this arrangement more attention would be given to 
the student on a follow up basis to the physical examination. 
Food Service has made tremendous strides. The dining hall has been 
renovated, making possible better appearance and better service. 
Religious Life has continued to be outstanding through regular 
religious services, prayer groups and denominational groups, - YW-YMCA. 
There have been two churches added to the communi-ty adjacent to the campus, 
The Episcopal and the Catholic. 
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Student Publication reached a new high, when it began issues bi­
weekly. Associated with the publication was an organize^ Student Press 
Club. The Student Press Club sponsored the Miss Texas H*igh Contest. 
Student Council and Student Organization provided leadership and 
organizational training for a vast number of students. The Student 
Council was responsible for student election and the general student 
representation at institutional functions. Student organizations are 
marry and varied, they carry on many types of activities from intramural 
sports to dramatics. 
The entire year has been one full of activities which could not 
have been possible without the cooperation of students, staff, and 
faculty. For the help and cooperation received during the year, I wish 
to express ny sincere appreciation for the Student Personnel Staff to 
all who have helped the maty facets of the program. 
T. R. Solomon 
Director of Student Life 
REPORT OF THE WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT 
1961-62 
The activities and services performed by the Women's Department for 
the period of September 1, 1961 to May 31, 1962 include objectives,' 
organization, housing units, number of students housed, supervision, 
Women's Department staff and recommendations. 
The program of the Women's Department recognizes the residence halls 
as laboratories: 
1. For teaching human relations. 
2. For teaching citizenship and group living. 
3. To encourage self discipline. 
Organization: 
The purpose of the organization is: 
1. To secure cooperation of all hall staff members in maintaining 
smoothly functioning and efficient services. 
2. To employ economical and efficient procedures in the routine 
of hall organization and of office work. 
3. To promote a spirit of friendliness and cooperation in all 
hall relationships. 
Each residence hall has its own organization. This organization 
includes the following offices of each residence hall: President, vice-
president, secretary, treasurer and the different committees necessary. 
Supervision: 
The dormitory matron is the person ultimately responsible for the 
administration of all aspects of the hall work and program. She is 
responsible for all matters pertaining to -the general morale of the hall; 
submits a monthly report covering all aspects of hall life and advises 
the planning of residence hall activities. 
The dormitory matron inspects and supervises the work of the janitress. 
She keeps record of repairs and supplies needed and reports them to the 
Dean of Women's Office. 
The Dormitory Matron gives a weekly report of student absences in­
volving ary irregularity, and names of students who have not returned to 
the campus. 
Procedures and Specific Duties of the Dean of Women: 
(a) Housing all  women students and employees comfortably as 
far as facilities will permit. 
(b) To be generally responsible for the personal welfare and social 
life of the students. 
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(c) To become well acquainted, so far as possible, with each member 
in the residence halls, and to be on friendly terms with all. 
(d) To be available for consultation by individuals and groups 
at regular'times, and always, either personally or through a 
substitute, in emergency. 
(e) To be helpful in the various emergencies that arise especially 
in connection with illness or other personal difficulty. 
(f) To grant customary permissions. 
(g) To work with the dormitory matrons of the residence halls for the 
maintenance of good government and responsible conduct. 
(h) To foresee difficulties that may arise in human relationships, 
endeavoring to avoid these where possible and to mitigate their 
harmful effects. 
(i) To promote, through interest and example, a wholesome and cheerful 
atmosphere in all of the residence halls. 
(j) To be active in the planning of a fine social program to train the 
young ladies in the social graces and furnish worthwhile recreation 
and a spirit of cooperation. 
(k) To report regularly, the last Thursday in every month, to the 
President of the College on general affairs and special problems 
arising in the residence halls for women. 
(1) To visit nursing students on affiliation the first Wednesday 
in each month. 
(m) To have matrons1  meeting with matrons at Jefferson Davis Hospital.  
STAFF 
Department of Women 
1961-62 
1. R. L. Bland Evans (Mrs.) (19l»3)> Dean of Women 
2. Kimble, Westerfield (Mrs.) (19hl), Matron, Suarez Annex 
(Services terminated January, 1962) 
3. Cladwell, Janettie (Miss) (1957), Secretary 
b. Brady, Alberta (Mrs.) (195U), Matron, Minor Hall 
5. Shelton, Lillian (Mrs.) (195U), Matron, Evans Hall 
6. Hawley, Mary A. (Miss) (195U), Matron; Crawford Hall 
7. Brown, Rubye A. (Mrs.) (1961), Matron, Anderson Hall 
8. Be as ley; Katie (Mrs.) (1955), Matron, Faculty Women1 s Dormitory 
9. Johnson, Cherrie Lee (Miss) (i960); Matron, Blackshear Hall 
10. Jones, Janie (Mrs.) (1958), Matron, Suarez Hall 
Substitute Matrons for 1961-62 
1. Mathis,'Emmaline B. (Mrs.), Matron Suarez Annex 
2. Phillip, Jimmie R. (Mrs.), Matron, M A  #3 
Maids 11 





President................... Miss Atlas Ruth Devereaux 
Vice-President Miss Nethelyne Archie 
Secretary.................................... Miss Freeda Biggs 
Assistant Secretary............ Mrs. Freida Malone 
T easurer. Miss Mary Ellen Gray 
Social Chairman .Miss Katherine Reed 
Parliamentarian...,.......................... Miss Claudette Bosh 
C h a p l a i n . M i s s  A l i c e  W a l k e r  
This organization •was put in operation for the first time this year. 
It had for its purpose to provide guides for better living. 








Anderson Hall hk 126 11+2 
Blackshear Hall 28 85 112 
Crawford Hall 25 7h 98 
Evans Hall 61 183 21+U 
Minor Hall h3 138 168 
NTA #3 16 hi 62 
Practice Cottage 3 6 6 
Suarez Hall 8U 252 252 
Suarez Annex 79 237 237 
Faculty Women* s 
Dormitory 60 90 62 
Dormitories that had normally been set up for three had to be set up 
for four. 
Paying Enterprises 
College Hotel................. Capacity - 18 
Committee Room Capacity - 13 or lit 
Guest House...Capacity - 22 
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Enrollment of Women 
1961-62 
First Semester 
Regular, Contract, Day Students and Employees 1539 
Second Semester 
Regular, Contract, Day Students and Employees........... UJj.88 
Day Students 
First Semester, Regular Session 
Day Students........ 132 
Practice Teaching. 22 
Employees. 13 
Students on Affiliation. 2h 
Second Semester. Regular Session 
Day Students.............. 127 
Practice Teaching. 93 
Employees 15 
On Affiliation 58 
Number of Students Given Room Assignments 
and Did Not Report 
Anderson Hall...... b 
Blackshear Hall...... 7 
Crawford Hall....... b 
Evans Hall... lU 
Minor Hall...*... 28 
NTA #3 it 
Suarez Hall. 12 
Suarez Annex....................................... 6 
Total 79 
Enrollment 1539 
Total Room Assignments Made......... 1618 
The actual number of students who reported and did not get assigned 
to rooms was not known because some heard there was no space and did not 
report to the Office. This report shows the problems of housing without 
payment of fees. 
Withdrawals 
First Semester, Regular Session (Including Practice teachers) 
First Semester, Regular Session...... 
Practice Teachers, First nine weeks. 





Second Semester, Regular Session 
Second Semester, Regular Session.... 
Practice Teachers, First nine -weeks. 
On Affiliation. 






1. The study hour and quiet hour -was not observed as it should be. 
Students continue to sign out and in at this time, which makes it 
difficult for others to study. 
2. Some students remain up as late as 1:00 and 2:00 a.m. keeping noise. 
3. Students who insist on playing record players in the dormitory during 
study hour and late at night. 
k» The loitering on the walk and under the trees from the Gymnasium to 
Suarez Annex is on the increase. The night watchmen seem to ignore 
this loitering. 
5. Young men have to be told constantly not to come in the Women's area 
at night. After hours young women have to be asked to come in the 
residence hall in order for the men to go back on their side of the 
campus. Young men during the day and night seem to stay more in the 
women's area than theirs. 
6. There needs to be a light on the south side of Evans, because of the 
large tree where students loiter at night when returning from activities. 
7. Monopolizing the telephone and not being considerate of others. 
8. Students, especially the freshmen, spend too much time at the Memorial 
Center. This affected them scholastically. 
9. Female students slipping off campus have decreased. The close 
supervision of their signing out may have lessened this problem. 
10. Socials sponsored by the various clubs need more supervision or the 
ones supervising maintain proper decorum. 
11. Students taking advantage of misusing the Memorial Center, loitering 
out front among parked cars during conferences. 
12. Loitering in the Post Office and the east end of the Memorial Center 
at night displaying bad decorum. 
13. Bringing dishes out of the Dining Hall and putting them on the halls 
and bathroom of the dormitories or throwing them in the garbage. 
llu Some students have to be punished for failing to sign out of the 
dormitories. 
15. Some students who have weekend permits, insist on returning to the campus 





Extra housing for five thousand or more visitors during the year is 
needed for meetings that are held throughout the entire year, Students 
share their facilities "which aid us in housing these visiting students. 
Date Event Approximate Dumber 
— ; Housed in Dormitories 
November 11 Homecoming Activities 200 
December 1-3 "Y" Leadership Institute $00 
December Faculty Banquet 
January 13 Coronation of Miss Prairie View 150 
February 6-7 Minister's Conference . 7$ 
February 15-17 A&B State Basketball Tournament 60 
February 23-2U AAA&AA State Basketball Tournament 60 
March $-8 Post Graduate Medical Assembly 30 
March 3 English Institute 2$0 
March 7-10 State Band Festival 700-800 
March 11 Science Institute 300 
March 15-17 NHA State Conference 700 
April lit Housing Conference 60 
April 27-28 A, B & C. State Interscholastic 
League Meet 600 
May U-5 A, AA & AAA State Meet $00 
May 11-12 IE Conference 300 
May 20 Alumni Day 80 
May 21 Commencement Exercises and Parents 
Day 500 
Re commendations 
1, A buzzer system be placed in all of the residence halls, 
.2, Make a policy for weekend permits to begin and end. 
3. Parents sign an authorization pass for students to leave for trips 
sponsored by the school and all holidays at the beginning of the 
school year. All other times a written permit be sent to the Dean 
of Women1s Office. 
U, Make a policy for students who insist on displaying bad decorum on 
the campus. 
5. Freshmen students be. permitted to enter into activities after the mid­
term examination. This means to prevent them from the Memorial Center 
at night and the Library at night the first month. 
6. Male students not be permitted to loiter in front of the residence 
for women. 
7. Set specific hours for men visiting in the women's area, 
8. Close the Memorial Center during the Chapel, Convocation and Vesper 
Hours. 
9. The programs for the Vesper hour be improved. 
10. Have the faculty assist in maintaining the dress for the students 
by not admitting them to class if not appropriately dressed. 
11. Television and record players not be permitted in the students' room. 
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12. Residence halls be reasonably quiet at all times and maintain study 
hour beginning at 9:30 p.m. 
13. If money could be provided to install washing machines and dryers 
in each dormitory. Students have the problem of washing and some 
. place to dry clothes. 
Report of the Men's Department 
1961-62 
The Department of Men housed 1008 students during the first semester 
of the 1961-62 regular session and 1002 during the second semester. 
Forty-six employees the first semester and U2 the second. 
We estimate that approximately one hundred students were turned 
away or became day students because of the lack of space in the 
dormitories. 
There were 203 day students enrolled the first semester and 2I46 
for the second. 
The following visiting groups were housed in the Men's Dormitories 
during the 1961-62 school year: 
Event Date Rumber Housed 
Institute for School Administrators 
Prairie View Annual Tennis Tournament 
Ail-Star Football Players 
Prairie View Annual Coaching Clinic 
Baton Twirlers and Cheerleaders Clinic 
Farmers Short Course 
Football - Prairie View vs Jackson 
Football - Prairie View vs Bishop 
Members of Alumni 
"I" Leadership Institute 
Basketball - Prairie View vs Dillard 
Basketball - Prairie 
Basketball - Prairie 
Easketball - Prairie 
Basketball - Prairie 
"A" & "B" State Basketball Tournament 
Basketball - Prairie View vs Jackson 
Basketball - Prairie View vs Southern 
"AA", "AAA", "AAAA" Basketball Tournament 
Educational Conference 
State Band Festival 
NFA State Judging Contest 
Baseball - Prairie View vs Arkansas 
Baseball - Prairie View vs Southern 
Prairie View Relays 
Baseball - Prairie View vs Jackson 
Annual R0TC Field Day 
"A", "B", "C" State Meet Interscholastic Laague-1/27/62 
View vs Arkansas 
View vs Grambling 
View vs Wiley 



























































»AA", "AAA", "AAAA" State Meet 
Interscholastic League 5/U-5/62 1|17 
Industrial Education Conference 5/11-12/62 362 
Alumni Day 5/19/62 18 
Commencement Exercises 5/20/62 12 
NFA StateCConvention 5/28/62 U53 
Total UBB2" 
The various dormitories -were supervised as outlined below: 
Alexander Hall - one full time supervisor, six student monitors and 
3 student clerks. 
Lucky Hall - The Veterans Counselor and three student monitors, 
N.Y.A. #2 - One student monitor 
Schuhmacher Hall - Three student monitors 
Science Annex - One student monitor 
Woodruff Hall - One student Monitor 
The Assistant Dean of Men is'directly responsible for the student 
workers in N.Y.A. #2, Schuhmacher, Science Annex and Woodruff Hall. 
Students participated in all of the men's meetings held during the 
regular session for 1961-62. 
REPORT OF THE CHAPLAIN AND 
SECRETARY OF YM AND YWCA 
1961-62 
The morning warship services which is open to all students and faculty, 
had an enriched program this year in comparison to some of the former years 
because of the larger number of qualified out side speakers brought to the 
campus through the cooperation of the Dean of Students. There were eight 
(8) speakers brought to the campus from the outside this term for the ̂  
Sunday morning worship hour. The speakers included five (5) outstanding 
ministers who have been trained for the ministry. Of these five, two of 
them were chaplains at institutions of higher education and the other three 
are pastors of churches. The contribution to our religious living and 
thinking was enriched tremendously by these visitors. I am sure that it is 
our duty to expose our students to a variety of religious views I Three 
of these visitors were laymen of high educational training and rich spirit­
ual insights. Our students need to look at moral values from other than 
the minister's point of view! 
The Religious Emphasis Week, which has been sponsored for thirty years, 
without interruption, on our campus, was celebrated February ll-llt, 1962. 
This activity is the united efforts of all the denominational groups on our 
campus plus the YM and YWCA. These groups are the: Baptist Student Fellow­
ship, the Canterbury Club, Church of God in Christ, Methodist Student 
Movement, Newman Club and the Prairie View Sunday School. These groups are 
voluntary, and operate under the leadership of student officers and faculty 
sponsors, who are approved by the administration. These groups have ministers 
from their respective denominations who come to the campus to officiate in 
services according to their beliefs and doctrines. This activity touch 
about 2200 students this year. I do not sponsor any denominational group! 
I give assistance to their program when asked, but the faculty approved 
sponsors are the school's representatives with these groups. Four copies 
of the programs for this year are included with this report. 
The following conference were attended this school terms 
(1) Minister's Short Course, Union Theological Seminary, New York, July, 
1961. ' * 
(2) Religious Convocation, Howard University, Washington, D.C., 
November 6-9, 1961. 
(3) Faculty Conference on "Religious Perspective In Higher Education", 
Texas Christian'University, August, 1961. 
(U) Minister's Week, S.M.U. Dallas, Texas, February 5-8, 1962. 
(5) National Association of University and College Chaplains, April 23-26, 
1962, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
I have spoken to the following groups during this school term: 
(1) Race Relations Sermon, February h', 1962, Wichita Falls, Texas ' (150 
(2) South Texas Teacher's Association, Acres'  Home School, Houston, 
Texas, March 1, 1962. (350) 
(3) Wesley Foundation, Texas Wesleyan College, Fort Worth, Texas, May 21, 
(It) PTA,*I. M. Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas, May 3, 1962 (100) 
(5) Sermon to high school graduates, Navasota, Texas, May 25, 1962 (200) 
(6) Sermon to high school graduates, Leggett,  Texas, May 20, 1962 (100) 
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(7) Sermon to high school graduates, Conroe, Texas, May 27, 1962 (200) 
(8) Address to high school graduates, Victoria, Texas, May 30, 1962 (300) 
(9) Address to high school graduates, Sugarland, Texas, May 31, 1962 (175) 
Recommendations; 
I would like to see one outstanding off campus speaker come to us per 
month for the morning worship hour. 
I -would like to have an interracial team fro the Religious Emphasis Week, 
^ut the segregated housing of leaders contradict the thing which it is sup­
posed to represent. 
I believe the following persons would enrich our campus life as 
speakers for the worship hour on Sunday morning: 
The Reverend Howard Thurman The Reverend Herbert King 
Boston University Chaplain McCormick T heological Seminary 
Boston, Massachusetts Chicago, Illinois 
President Emeritus Mordecai Johnson The Reverend Martin Luther King 
Washington, D.C. Atlanta, Georgia 
The Reverend Sterling Wheeler 
Vice President, SMU 
Dallas, Texas 
REPORT OF YOUNG MEN'S AND YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
1961-62 
YWCA OFFICERS 
President Virginia Jackson 
Vice-President-——————— —— Alfia Davis 
Secretary————————————— Jacqueline Anderson 
Asst. Secy. ———— Jessie Davis 
C h ^ p i C l a r a  B a r n e s  
Program Chairman————————— Elner Johnson 
Membership Committee Chairman-——-—— Albra Elmore 
Recreation Committee Chairman——- Ann Blount 
YMCA OFFICERS 
President Alvin Watkins 
Vice-President Sammy Mitchell 
S e c r e t a r y — F l y n n  J a c c s o n  
Treasurer———"— — George Jcnes 
Reporter—1——————————— John Berry 
C h a p l a i n - - — - — - — — — - — A 1  T .  B u r r s  
Program Chairman Travis Dehorney 
Parliamentarian——— — Adam Oliphant 
Ik 
ADVISORY BOARD 
Dr. A. L. Campbell Dr. J. L. Brown 
Mrs. L. C. Phillip Mr. N. C. Harden 
Mrs. H. D. Murdoch Mr. Samuel Montgomery-
Rev. L. C. Phillip Mr. W. Van Johnson, Director 
Student Christian Association 
ANNUAL STATEMENT 
The purpose of the Prairie View Young Men's and Young Women's Chris­
tian Association is to build a fellowship student devoted to the task of 
realizing in our common life those ideals of personal and social living to 
which we are committed by our faith as Christians. In this endeavor, we 
seek to understand Jesus, to share his love for all people, and to grow 
in the knowledge and love of God. 
The association participated in planning the Hi-y, Tri-hi-y, Jr. hi-y, 
and Sr. hi-y conferences with over 800 high school students across Texas 
participating. It was sponsored by the Southwest Regional YMCA with W. Van 
Johnson serving as local chairman. 
The year 1961-62 has been a relatively successful year for the Prairie 
View Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Association. We had many 
strengths and some of these strengths were in the following areas; greater 
National participation, greater Regional participation and local participation. 
One of our major weakness was in the leadership of the YMCA, with our newly 
elected officers, we feel that this weakness will be eliminated. 
The local association theme this year was in the area of world affairs, 
with this in mind we centered our Sunday evening forums aroung our theme and 
we are hsppy to say that we had great participation on the part of our 
students at Prairie View also the faculty members. 
Eleven students'participated in the Regional conference at Camp Amon 
Carter in Fort Worth, Texas. Two were selected to positions in the regional 
YM-YWCA, namely Margaret Slater and Virginia Jackson. 
During the course of the year we had a National representative from the 
New York office to visit our campus and to speak to our association and 
the cabinet members and he was most impressed with the leadership in the 
cabinet. We also had a Regional officer to visit our campus. 
Barbara Bisor and Travis Dehorney will represent the association at 
the National Student Assembly this year in Urbana, Illinois and they have 
been asked to accept leadership in the national meeting. Virginia Jackson 
and Adam L. Oliphant were nominated to serve on the Regional Advisory Board. 
In closing, let us never be content with past accomplishments, but 
strive to move forward with faith, conviction and courage and with God's 
continued blessing may we more adequately serve the students of Prairie 
View College. 
W. Van Johnson, Director 
Student Christian Associations 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 




Affliation Fees (YM-YWCA)— 
















Students Faculty Total 
FACULTY IN THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY Men Women Men Women Men Women 




Community r ?otal 
Men Women Men i Women Men Women Men Women 
Number of Members 250 325 21 11 17 16 288 352 
Number of these Who are 
New Members This Year 98 113 b 1* 9 16 JUL rPX 
Number of Members Active 102 17U ! t 3 8 3 lit 180 
Number of Participants Who 
Were Not Members U27 573 ! 38 19 i 27 31 t92 623 
ORGANIZED GROUPS PRIMARILY' 
FOP PRnORAM PTTRPOSFSfRtudv. 
Discussion, Worship, No. of Enrollment ! Number of 
Meetings 
Aggregate 
Attendance Service, etc.) Sroups Students'! Others 
Groups with Definite 
Enrollment 8 620 lOt 22 189 
Groups without Definite 
Enrollment 
Groups Under Joint 




12 ! 121*0 ; lot bb 189 
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IV. ORGANIZED GROUPS PRIMARILY 
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES 
(Cabinet, Board, Cabinet and 










Groups With Definite 
Enrollment , 1 18 2 18 325 
Groups Without Definite 
Enrollment 
Groups Under Joint 
Auspiece 2 18 18 
Totals It 1 36 2 36 325 
V. SPECIAL EVENTS 
A. Under YMCA Auspices Alone......Number 1 Total Attendance 211 
B. Under YWCA Auspices Alone......Number 3 Total Attendance 320 
C. Under Joint Auspices...........Number 36 Total Attendance 73%" 
Totals... 3$ ~ 1267 
REPORT OF STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
1961-62 
Division of Health Service 
The Division of Health Service has assisted students with all health 
problems and conditions which confronted them during the 1961-62 school 
year. The hospital also serves members of the Prairie View and surrounding 
communities. 
Activities and services which have come under the supervision of the 
Division of Health Service are as follows: 
1. Although students are required to take physical examinations prior 
to coming to Prairie View, 220 physicals were given by the resident 
physician. 
2. There were eight special diet students eating at the"hospital 
in September, 1961. However, as the year progressed, we gained 
more Students, and at the close of the school year, we had 22 special 
diet students eating at the hospital. 
3. 5,696 students have been seen in the Out-Patient Clinic and 776 
students have been hospitalized during the 1961-62 school year. 
21 day students have been charged for hospitalization at the rate of 
#1.77 per day. 
The Health Service has not sponsored any conferences, short courses or 
meetings. The resident physician attended the Lone Star Medical Conference 
which convened here on our campus in March. Other staff members have not 
attended conferences or short courses this school year. 
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Problems 
There are several major problems in Health Service, We are short of 
adequate facilities necessary to operate properly. The budget should be 
increased in some way so that we can obtain the equipment, "which is needed. 
Recommendations 
We feel that special diet students should have to pay mere for their 
diets. They are served foods on their diet which far exceed the amount they 
pay. 
We also recommend that those students who do not get their physical 
examination before coming to school should pay a fee for the examination 
(as it is done in other schools) and that this money be put into the 
hospital funds. 
E. R. Owens, M.D. 
Resident Physician 
REPORT OF THE COUNSELING CENTER 
1961-62 
(The "rationale" upon which this narrative report and the present 
program of the Counseling Center are based is treated rather thoroughly 
in the 1960-61 version of this annual record. See pages l£-21 of the 
"Annual Report for the Department of Student Life, 1960-61.") 
!• Major Innovations 
A. At mid-term during the second semester, with the cooperation of 
the Registrar's Office, all Freshmen reported to their respective Depart­
mental Advisors to receive their grade reports and to be "advised." 
This mid-term grade distribution procedure was put into 
experimental operation rather smoothly. It is designed to help make the 
College's student advisement program more functional, and in that regard 
it is hoped that eventually ALL students will have the benefit of this 
kind of contact with their advisors at the mid-term. 
B.' Freshman Orientation changes involved a re-designed Orientation 
Booklet, the use of a revised Freshman Information Sheet, and the 
employment of a team of student test-scorers to expedite the business of 
assembling the test data used for placement purposes during the registra­
tion period. Each of these changes proved to be worthwhile, 
C. By design, during the 1961-62 school year the Panther was 
used as a medium of communication in the interest of (l) changing student 
attitudes relative to scholastic mediocrity and (2) informing the 
community of the services and the underlying philosophy of the Counseling 
Center. 
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The four articles which appeared in the pages of the Panther 
were: 
(1) "Wake Up, Students of Prairie View! Academically You're 
SleepingI" (December 8, 1961). 
(2) "For Students of Prairie View: A Prescription Designed ' 
to Defeat 'The Cult of Scholastic Mediocrity1" (Feb. 10, 1962) 
(3) "Got A Problem? (And Who Doesn't?) Why Not Take It To The 
Counseling Center?!" (March 26, 1962) 
(U) "Let's Stop Playing With the Business of Education" (April 27, 1962) 
II. Volume of Counseling 
During the period from September 1961 through May 1962, no less 
than 600 individual conferences have been recorded here in the Counseling 
Center, Although some of these contacts were with faculty personnel, 
the parents of students, graduates, and unclassified personnel, the 
overwhelming majority of these counseling sessions had undergraduage 
students as their focus of attention. 
Unrealistic self-appraisals, vocational decisions, planning 
educational pursuits and working through academic stresses, emotional-
social conflicts, marital problems, and difficulties incident to value 
orientations and motivation constituted the "core concerns" around 
which the majority of these counseling sessions were structured. There 
were also several psychologically involved special cases (of a 
confidential nature) which continue to require sustained professional 
attention beyond the scope of what the counseling service of the 
College is competent to handle. 
Incidentally, no fewer than 50 letters of reference and/or 
materials relating to special professional matters were prepared during 
1961-62. 
IH. Testing 
The Counseling Center continues to coordinate and assist regularly 
with the administration of various group testing programs. Principal 
efforts in this area have to do with (l) the Freshman battery of 
entrance exams, (2) Pre-Nursing and Guidance Exam, (3) National 
Teacher Exams, (i|) American College Testing Program Exam (ACT), (5) 
testing incident'to the National Science Foundation Talented High School 
Students Program, and (6) "miscellaneous" group testing relative to 
special situations involving the ROTC program, English classes, the 
U.S. Peace Corps, etc. 
At irregular intervals throughout the year, individual tests are 
administered on the basis of need. Instruments of a vocational pre­
ference variety as well as those pertaining to scholastic aptitude and 
general educational achievement are the ones most frequently utilized. 
Because the writer is not a "testing enthusiast" and prefers to 
administer these instruments only when other guidance and counseling 
tools and procedures appear to be inadequate, fewer than 25 instances 
of bonafide individual testing have been recorded during the past nine 
months. 
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17, Special Mimeographed Reports of General Interest 
Undergirded by the conviction that student personnel workers are 
professionally (if not morally) obligated to discharge an "adaptive 
function" of helping to alter existing school conditions so as to render 
them more harmonious with the developmental needs of students, several 
special reports have been prepared and distributed by the Counseling Center 
in recent months. Perhaps the more worthwhile materials in this category 
would include: 
(1) "Some Key Projections For the Start of the 1962-63 School 
Tear Derived From September 1961 Experiences—As Viewed 
From the Perspective of the Counseling Center," 
(2) "Brief Summary Report of the Results of the Kelson-Denny 
Reading Test Administered on a 'Trial Basis''to Three 
Sections of Freshman English on Dec, 6 and 8, Tf 5li" 
(3) "Interpretive Sheet for the Pre-Nursing Examination, 1962" 
V, Evaluation of Counseling Center Staff 
During the past two years of her services in the Counseling Center, 
Mrs. Herthal R, Davis (psychometrist) has proved to be a most competent and 
efficient ASSOCIATE — investing of her time, energy, and professional 
initiative far beyond that which was asked of her. She is an indefatigable 
worker who has brought to the handling of her responsibilities a great wealth 
of practical wisdom amassed during her previous tenure both as a secretary 
and as an administrative assistant in highly demanding situations. Her fane 
record as a graduate student in the field of guidance and counseling has also 
figured in the skillful and alert way in which she handles professional 
assignments relative to testing, reporting, and advisement here in tie Center. 
The demonstrated calibre of Mrs. Davis' performance of her 
responsibilities continues to reinforce the impression that her wages are 
still grossly out-of-line with the actual semi-professional orientation of 
her work in the Counseling Center. 
VI, Personal Professional Involvements and Achievements 
A. Instructional Assignments: 
(First Semester) 
1. Psych. 603 - Theory of Counseling 
2. Guid. 553 - Principles and Philosophy of Guidance 
3. Educ» 373 - Philosophy of Education 
(Second Semester) 
1. Psych. 553 - Psychology and Adjustment 
2. Sp. Educ. 603 - Survey Course in the Education of Exceptional 
Children. 
3. Educ, 373 - Philosophy of Education 
B, Published Materials (since Sept. 1961): 
1. "An Educator's Charge to His People: We Have Challenges to 
Accepts" (April 1962 issue of Sepia magazine). 
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2. "Improved Guidance Services In the Schools and Intelligent 
Administrative Leadership" (March-April 1962 issue of 
the Texas Standard). 
3. "Updating Guidance and Personnel Practices" (Spring 1962 
issue of The Journal of Negro Education). 
C. Principal Off-Campus Speaking Engagements: 
1. Fifth Annual Conference of the Texas Personnel and' 
Guidance Association (San Antonio, Texas, Sept, 30, 1961) 
2. East Texas Association of School Men (Center, Texas, 
Nov. 1, 1961) 
3. American Education Week Program, Liberty Training School 
(November 9, 1961) 
Lu 25th Annual Convention of Texas NAACP Branches (Seguin, 
Texas, November 12, 1961) 
5. Secondary Principals' Section of the 77th Annual Convention 
of the Teachers State Association of Texas (Houston, Texas, 
November 2h, 1961) 
6. In-service Meeting of the Teachers of Washington County 
(Brenham, Texas, December 5, 1961) 
7. In-service Meeting of the Staff of R.G. Lockett Junior 
High School (Houston, Texas, December XU, 1961) 
8. liith Annual "Resource Day" Program, Sam Houston High School 
(Huntsville, Texas, December 15, 1961) 
9. In-service Meeting of the Teachers of Leon County 
(Normangee, Texas, February 12, 1962). 
10. 8th Annual Conference of the National Association of 
Personnel Workers (A. and T. College, Greensboro, North 
Carolina, February 19-21, 1962) 
11. 23rd Annual Convention of the Central Texas District Teachers' 
Association (Navasota, Texas, March 16, 1962) 
12. Washington County Career Conference (Brenham, Texas, March 
29, 1962) 
13. Alpha Phi Alpha Educational Week Program (Wiley College, 
Marshall, Texas, April 2k, 1962). 
ill. Houston Alumni Chapter of Tuskegee Institute ( Houston, 
Texas, April 29, 1962) 
15. Commencement - Sam Houston High School (Huntsville, May 
25, 1962) 
16. Commencement - Carter G. Woodson High School (Normangee, 
May 31, 1962) 
17. Commencement - Pickard High School (Brenham, Texas, June 1, 
!962) ' 
18. Commence - Randolph High School (La Grange, June 7, 1962) 
D. Principal On-Campus Speaking Engagements: 
1. Annual Initiation Dinner-Dance of the Army ROTC Officers 
(December 9, 1961) 
2. Joint Meeting of Baron and KOB Pledgees — "Some Informal 
Impressions About Prairie View's Social-Cultural Clubs" 
(Feb. Hi, 1962) 
3. Chapel Service — "On the Quality of Gentleness in Human 
Relations" (Feb. 25, 1962 
h. 12th Annual Founder's Day Program of the Pen and Pounders 
Club — "Some Elements of Emotional Maturity Which can 
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Be Used to Enhance Behavior Both on and off the Job" 
(March 12, 1962) 
5. Meeting of the Nursery School Parents Study Group — "Some 
Phases of 'Mothering1 as Essential Elements in the Full 
Development of Youngsters" 
6. Men's Meeting ~ "A Profile of Manhood" (April 9, 1962) 
7. Chapel Service — "On the Threshold of Full Citizenship" 
(May 13, 1962) 
E. Miscellaneous Professional Engagements: 
1. New York City "Study Tour" in Behalf of the educational 
Research Committee of the College (January lit-19, 1962) 
2. Prairie View's 33rd Annual Conference on Education 
(March 2, 1962) 
3. 1962 Summer Institute for School Administrators (Prairie 
View A & M College, June 18-19, 1962 
F. Special Honors and Citations: 
1. Review of the writer's book (Discord in Brown and White, 
Vantage Press, 1961) by Mr. Pery C. Daugherty and sponsored 
by the ¥. R. Banks Library Staff, November 12, 1961. (A 
"Meet the Author" Hour was also held during the NAPW 
Conference in Greensboro.) 
2. 1961 Literary Achievement Award of the Teachers State 
Association of Texas. 
3. Prairie View Charm Club Citation, May 5, 1962 
i;. Prairie View Department of Military Science Certificate 
of Merit, 1961-62. 
5. Prairie View Local Alumni Citation, May 19, 1962 
VII. Areas Requiring Strengthening and Projections For The Future 
As viewed from the strategic vantage point of the Counseling Center, 
the following are areas in critical need of attention here at Prairie 
View A & M College: 
A. The cult of academic mediocrity and a general, satisfaction with 
meager scholastic efforts on the part of a majority of the students 
attending this institution! 
It should be noted here that of 202 ROTC Cadets (sophomores) who 
were tested this year to determine their eligibility for admission to 
the advanced unit, only 13 achieved the minimum score required for 
advancement11 
Also revealing is the observation that the administration of a 
reading exam to select groups of Freshmen earlier this year demonstrated 
that our students appear to be retarded from 2 to 5 grade levels in 
reading ability!!! 
Are there curriculum revision (and other) implications growing out 
of this distressing state of affairs? Should the College revamp its 
"value orientation" and reinforce its academic regulations, etc.??? 
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B. Elements of extreme conservatism in certain sectors of the 
College Tfhich habitually stifle the blossoming of the kinds of 
permissive conditions; free, creative communication; and bold, 
imaginative experimentation that appear to be so essential to the 
development of'student morale, "school spirit" — and adult maturity, 
self-direction, and a genuine sense of social responsibility. 
C« Professional referral agencies in the outside community which 
might readily accept and follow up student cases of such magnitude as 
to require the specialized services and therapies of personnel who 
are more technically prepared for such work than are the more 
scholastically-oriented corps of student personnel workers here at the 
College. 
D. Over-crowded, academically shallow, generally unwholesome 
conditions prevailing in the residence halls of the College. 
E. The inadequate, undignified manner of handling travel 
arrangements incident to the movement of our varsity athletes, guests 
of the College, and special student groups. 
This institution might greatly enlarge its stature in this area 
were it to set aside funds to purchase a good-looking bus and one or 
two well-kept official College station wagons! (I could not resist 
this observation!) 
While those of us associated with the Counseling Center (like 
many of our colleagues) continue to press forward, much remains to be 
accomplished if Prairie View A & M College is to accelerate its 
evolution into an institution of higher learning of the first magnitued. 
The projections in VII. above and the other more pointed reaction^ 
and suggestions which have been recorded in other documents dis­
tributed from the Counseling Center in recent months, are all 
supported by the two-fold conviction (a) that the principal mission of 
a school or college is to increase the amount of intellectual power 
in the world and (b) that constructive, realistic criticism and a 
willingness to promote desirable change are the stepping stones to 
progress and greater achievement in the future. 
With these commitments ever in the focus of attention, we in 
the Coianseling Center will continue to project ourselves so as to 
help the institution become the kind of first-rate educational agency 
which it MUST become if it would aid those who pass through it to 
master the competencies required to enter the mainstream of American 
culture with a deep and abiding sense of self-sufficiency and pro­
fessional confidence. 
Ronald J. Rousseve 
Acting Director of the Counseling Center 
REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
The Student Publications Department experienced one of its best 
years in 1961-62. It was during this period that the department doubled 
its publication schedule of the PANTHER, issuing copies of the student 
newspaper every two weeks. 
The goal of the department has been a weekly newspaper which would 
adequately serve an isolated college community such as Prairie View. The 
realization of a serai-monthly newspaper was a giant step in this direction. 
Prairie View became one of the very few Negro colleges to publish a school 
newspaper more than "once a month". 
Improvements were noted in the newspaper, both from the standpoint of 
composition and printing. The paper is printed by the Seaiy News (Sealy, 
Texas), this organization has worked very cooperatively with the staff and has 
given excellent service. A total of sixteen (16) issues were published in 
1961-62, with two issues being large "special editions." 
Personnel 
A total of thirty-six (36) students were involved in the activities 
of the department during the year. This number is considerably larger during 
the years a Yearbook is published. Staff members for the PANTHER are secured 
through volunteers. The editor of the student newspaper was appointed this 
year by the Student Council. 
Consideration is being given to employing other means of selecting the 
newspaper and yearbook editors. The present policy of electing these 
officers through the general student body is not the most effective way — 
and is certainly not practiced by most institutions. It is recommended that 
a publications committee composed of students and faculty members (the 
faculty advisor as chairman) select the persons deemed most suitable for 
these positions. 
Yearbook 
Again in 1961-62, as in every year, student leaders made a call for a 
college Yearbook and proceeded to attempt an organization to secure financial 
resources for the project. Students called upon the ROTC organization to 
lead a financial drive this year, but this project was not successful. 
It is the feeling of all concerned in the Yearbook promotion that the 
ensuing year, 1962-63 should definitely be our year for an Annual. Many 
persons have expressed the feeling that we should publish a yearbook "at 
least" every other year. 
Press Club Activities 
The department sponsored the Second Annual Miss Texas High Contest during 
the year. This project was successful in every respect, particularly from 
the standpoint of publicity and public relations. The department enjoys a 
very healthy relationship with the newspapers and with several newspaper 
officials in the promotion of this project. An effort will be made next year 
to secure adequate financial backing for this project through interested 
business sources. 
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Cheryl Kay Mclntyre of Boriham won the Miss Texas High title. 
Patricia Ann Powell of Lufkin was second and Gloria Weal of Kilgore was 
third. 
The Press Club sponsored a campus wide campaign to select a Press 
Club Sweetheart. This year the title went to Barbara Gillespie of Midland. 
Other Press Club activities included the annual dinner-dance and awards 
held in connection with the Miss Texas High Project. 
Re commendations 
The department urgently requests a larger apportionment of the funds 
allocated for Student Activities. In a study made by the University of 
Houston, Prairie View's student publications fund was the smallest of any 
of the major Texas colleges and universities. Excluding a Yearbook, our 
funds for a student newspaper was far below the average. The University 
of Houston allocated $1.50 per student for the newspaper and $6.00 per 
year for the Yearbook, and this is considered low. 
It is recommended that a Yearbook be planned for the academic year 
1962-63. 
Curtis A. Wood 
Director of Student Publications 
A REPORT OF THE FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 
OF THE 
MISS TEXAS HIGH CONTEST AND STUDENT PRESS CLUB ACTIVITIES 
May 2-3, 1962 
IT Filing Fees, Miss Texas High Contest 
18 schools @10.00 — 180.00 
B. Presale Tickets - 19 @1.50 — ——— 28.50 
C. Talent Show 310 tickets @ .15 k6.50 
D. Dance Tickets itU@.75 ea.— 33.00 
Expenditures (Estimated) — 303.30 
A. Trophies for winners and participants 
in contest —-—— 71.55 
B. Orchestra for Dance——— 175.00 
C. Materials for Decorations— —- 12.50 
D. Flowers for Queens and Decorations—— 21,75 
E. Memorial Center Traffic Fee 
18 registrants @25 • U»50 
F. Housing for Mr. and Mrs. Atkins, Houston 
Informer and High School Sponsors—— 18.00 
Other Expenses - statements not received 
(1) Meals for Judges 
(2) Maintenance Dept. Services 
(3) Dining Hall Services 
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DISPOSITION OF TOTAL RECEIPTS 288.00 
Cash Payments —— —-— 3k.2$ 
For Decorations 12.50 
For Flowers 21.75 253,75 
Balance R eported to Acc. Ii0-b60 
From which all other expenditures 
are being paid 
NOTE: (Deficit shown is being covered by additional Advertising 
Revenue resulting from this Special Project) 
Special Gifts received in support of the Project: 
(Not including advertising in Panther) 
1. Mrs. Baird's Bakeries 
2. Foley's, Houston, • Texas 
3. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas 
k. Jaster's Jewelry, Hempstead, Texas 
5. Hempstead Home Furnishings. 
REPORT OF THE MEMORIAL CENTER 
1961-62 
The school year, 1961-62 has been a successful one at the Memorial 
Center in projecting an activity program. With some refinements improve­
ments can be made in some programs, others may be eliminated. In an 
attempt' to provide for wider student participation and administrative 
control, the following memorandum was sent to the President. No action 
has been taken on the memorandum. 
12 February 1962 
TO* President E. B. Evans 
RE: Advisory Baard of the Memorial Center 
FROM: T. Rs Solomon, Director of Student Life 
1. It is recommended that the Advisory Board as proposed and now 
operating in the Memorial Center be abolished. It is further 
recommended that the functions and responsibilities provided for 
this Advisory Board be given to the Director of Student Life, 
Assistant Director of Student Life and the Governing Board of 
the Memorial Center. 
2. It is proposed that a Governing Board or Board of Governors be 
established in the Memorial Center with the following functions 
and responsibilities: 
a. To f ormulate * and carry into execution a broad social, 
recreational, educational and cultural program for the student 
body of the college under the direction of -the Assistant 
Director of Student Life. 
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b. To establish and enforce rules and regulations concerning 
conduct and use of student facilities in the Center in 
accordance with general college regulations. 
c. To prepare and submit to the Assistant Director of Student 
Life for administrative approval an annual expense budget 
for promotion of all Center activities, and upon approval 
to spend the funds accordingly. 
d. To receive petitions and grievances from students, faculty, 
alumni and other persons in regard to the operation and 
use of the physical plant of the Center and dining facilities, 
and investigate same when a majority of the Board shall approve 
and to recommend upon approval of the majority of the Board 
remedies and relief to the Assistant Director of Student Life. 
e. To perform such other functions which are necessary but not 
inconsistent with the operation of "the Center and the general 
rules of the college. 
The Board of Governors shall be composed of fourteen members? 
the Assistant Director of Student Life, the Director of Student 
Activities and the Assistant Director of Student Activities snail 
be ex officio members of the Board? two faculty members appointed 
by the President of the College shall serve on the Board at the 
pleasure of the President of the College? and nine representative 
students shall be selected to make up the remaining members of the 
Board of Governors. The students shall be selected to serve two 
academic years with terms staggered so that four will be selected 
one year and five the following year. The officers of the Beard 
shall be President, Vice-President, Recording Secretary and 
Executive Secretary, elected annually by a majority of the Board 
from among the student members. 
There shall be an executive committee of the Eoard to act for 
the Board, composed of the officers of the Board, Assistant 
Director of Student Life and one faculty representative on the 
Board. 
Each student member of the Board of Governors shall be chairman 
of a standing committee of the Board. The committees are: (l) 
Dance? (2) Fine Arts? (3) Special Events? (h) Calender and 
Coordination? (5) Publications? (6) Finance? (7) Public Relations 
(8) At Large? (The Executive Secretary of the Board shall be 
the At Large Governor charged with the responsibility of furnishing 
the Board records of activities and reports of the program carried 
on in the Center and the campus under the auspicies of the Board.) 
and (9) Religious Activity. The members of each committee shall be 
one elected representative from each campus student housing unit. 
The members of the committee shall be elected each year at the 
opening of school and the organization of the dormitory. They 
shall serve until their successors are elected and qualified. 
Students shall be selected to membership on the Board of Governors 
by the Board itself from qualified applicants' named by the members 
of the Center Staff, Student Council, Faculty, Staff and Students. 
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In order to qualify for membership on the Board of Governors a 
student must be in good standing at the college, currently enrolled, 
an undergraduate with a "C" average with a minimum of 16 semester 
hours credit, and must have served in the Center in some capacity 
as a member of a committee or in a special event. 
Students will be selected to the Board in April of each year 
and replace the retiring students at the close of school in May, 
The newly selected members may serve on the Board without a vote 
from the time of their selection'until the terms expire for the 
Board members they are replacing, in order to become acquainted 
with the procedures and duties, 
6, The Program Board now operating at the Center may continue 
functioning until the recommended Board of Governors is approved, 
duly selected and organized, 
7. The recommended organization in no way deprives nor diminishes the 
authority and responsibility of the Director of Student Life and 
the Assistant Director of Student Life in the conduct of student 
activities in the Memorial Center, The recommended organization 
is designed to provide an opportunity for student participation and 
leadership with staff and faculty' direction and participation in 
the formulation of a bread social, recreation and cultural program 
of student activities for the student body. 
MEMORIAL CENTER 
PROGRAM BOARD ACTIVITIES 
1961-62 
Civic Area 
A, Publicity Committee 
1. Membership 16 
2. Meetings 21 
3. Average Attendance 9 
1*. Activities 
a. Weekly newsletter 27 
b. Special Releases 11 
B. Forum and Debate Committee 
1. Membership 11 
2. Meetings 6 
3. Average Attendance 7 
h. Activities 
a. Forums 3 
b. Discussions 6 
II, Special Events Area 
A, Marching Baton Corp 
1, Membership Uo 
2, Meetings 28 
Average Attendance 30 
3, Practices 72 
Totel hours for 
practices 211 
h. Performances 1)4 
"No. of Games 6 
Number of pep-rallies 8 
Number of 





1. Membership 15 
2. Meetings 28 
Average Attendance 12 
3. Practices 32 
Total hours 61i 
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C. International Committee 
1. Membership 9 
2. Meetings U 
3. Average attendance 9 
It. Activities 
a. Exhibits 1 
b. Discussions 3 
c. Receptions 2 
D. Student Faculty-Relations 
Committee 
1. Membership 23 
2. Meetings U 
3. Average attendance 17 
it. Activities 
a. Coke-tail Hour 1 
b. Discussions 2 
Fine Arts Area 
A. Membership 20 
B. Meetings 2h 
Average Attendance 10 
C. Activities 7 
1. Professional 3 
a. Broadway. Extra­
vaganza 1500 
b. Talley Beatty 1500 
c. Earl Grant 800 
2. Non-professional It 
a. Fine Arts Week 
Number of Committee 
members 
b. Confirmation Coffee 
Number of members 
who helped 
c. Fashions & Frappe 
Number of members 
who participated 
Other participants 






a. Professional displays-3 
College Land Grant 
Exhibit 
Color prints of Joseph 
Dojman from Rudolph 
Steiner in N.J. 
It. Performances 16 
Spirit Sessions 2 
Games 6 
Pep Rallies 8 
Number who participated 10 
5. Spectators 
Pep-rallies lltOO 
C. Other Activities 
1. Miss P.7. Coronation 
Committee Members lt2 
Spectators 1300 
i 
2. President's tea for 
Freshmen 
Committee members 10 
Spectators 800 
J 
3. Freshmen Orientation 
Committee Members 20 
Spectators 1000 
It. Confirmation Coffee 
Committee Members 10 
Spectators 70 
5. Miss P. 7, Beauty 
Pagent 
Committee Members 15 
Spectators(estimated 
average) 1200 
6. Coke-Tail Hour 
Committee Members It5 
Spectators 350 




9. Awards Assembly 
17. Recreational Area 
A. Dance Committee 
1. Membership 
2. Activities 









Sculpture In Various 
Materials N.Y.' 
Sculpture Society • 
b. Local Displays 11 
School of Nursing 
Religious Emphasis 
Week 
Alpha Kappa Mu Society 
Roy Patton Collection 
Gift-Sterling Silver 
Punch Bowl 
Students of Pearl 
Martin 
Election Materials 
Business Week Display 
Astronauts of Panther-
land 
Candidates for Miss 
Prairie View 
Activities 
A. Bridge Classes 
1. Number of times held 36 
2. Participants enrolled 8 
3. Average Attendance 13 
B„ Chess Classes 
1. Number of times held 16 
2. Participants enrolled 8 
3. Average attendance 8 
C. Dances 
1. Number of times held 38 
2. Participants enrolled-Student 
Body 
3. Average attendance 8ij.O 
D. Touch Football 
1. Number of times held 121 
2. Participants enrolled 176 
3. Spectator attendance 2U 
E. Basketball 
1. Number of times held 36 
2. Participants enrolled 216 
3. Spectator attendance 37 
F. Track and Field 
1. Number of times held 1 
2. Participants enrolled 12 
3. Spectator attendance 12 
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C. Hi Fi and Music 
1. Membership 11 
2. Activities 32 
D. Intramurals 
1. Membership 53 
2. Activities 233 
E. Television 
1. Membership 3 
2. Activities 6 
F. Talent 
1. Membership 16 
2. Activities 38 
G. Jazz Sessions 
1. Activities 21 
2. Average Attendance hC3 
3. Spectator Attendance 1600 
H» Talent Engagements 
1. Activities 35 
2. Average Attendance Lt5 
3. Spectator Attendance litO 
I. Dance Lessons 
1. Membership 33 
2. Activities 15 
3. Average Attendance 19 
J, Card Tournaments 
1. Membership 86 
2. Activities U 
3. Spectator Attendance 28 
Game Room Attendance 
Days of Operation 288 
Daily Average Attendance 218 
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G. Volleyball 
1. Number of times held 7 
2e Participants enrolled 39 
3. Spectator attendance 15 
H. Softball (Men) 
1. Number of times held 1;5 
2. Participants enrolled lUU 
3. Spectator attendance 257 
I. Softball (Women) 
1. Number of times held 19 
2. Participants enrolled lUU 
3. Spectator attendance 611 
J. Golf Tournaments 
1. Number of times held U 
,2. Participants enrolled UU 
K. Table Tennis Tournament 
1. Number of times held 5 
2. Participants enrolled 66 
3. Spectator attendance 16 
L. Dart Club 
1. Number of times held 10 
2. Participants enrolled 73 
3. Average attendance 2U 
M. Badminton Tournament 
1. Number of times held 1 
2. Participants enrolled 13 
3. Spectator attendance 6 
MEMORIAL CENTER FACULTY SERVICE 
1961-62 
Registered Student Organizations 
Membership of Registered Groups 
Average Membership for each Group 
Meetings Held (Student Organizations) 
Attendance 
Average Attendance for each Meeting 
Average Daily Attendance for Organizations 
Total attendance of Student Organizations 




Miscellaneous,'Conferences and Rehearsals 
Movies, Forums, Receptions (Faculty & Students) 
Operative Days 
Total Sponsored Events for School Year 
Average Daily Attendance for Sponsored Events of £ 
year (1961-62) 
Attendance of Special Events and Conferences 





















STAFF COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
I. E, E. Cleaver, Assistand Director of Student Life 
1. National Defense Loan Committee - Chairman 
2. All Sports Banquet 
3. Senior Week Committee 
It. Commencement Week Committee 
3. Faculty Orientation Committee 
6. Educational Conference Committee 
7,. E. B. Evans Boy Scout Division - Chairman 
8. Memorial Park Association - Chairman 
9. High School Commencement Speaker (four schools) 
10. Four H. Club Camp Speaker 
11. Board Member Prairie View Alumni Association 
II. Arthur L. Walker, Program Supervisor (Student Activities Director) 
1. Assisted with promotion of Faculty Talent Show 
2. Freshmen Orientation Committee 
3. Chaperone for delegates to the Region IX Conference in Austin, Texas 
h» Assisted with the participation of Prairie View at the State Fair of Texas 
3. Host to visitors on campus 
m. Arlene Pierce, Games and Recreation Assistant Supervisor 
1. Interscholastic League - Judge for one-act plays 
2. Faculty Extravanganza - participant and member of planning committee 
3. Faculty Dinner Dance - Program Committee 
h. Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society Tour - Chaperone 
5. M.E.N.C. Exchange Program - Chaperon 
6. Home Economics Department Social Usage Classes - Consultant 
7. Miss Texas Hi Contest - Advisor 
8. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority - Debutante Committee 
9. Religion and Life Week Activities - Consultant 
10. Dallas P.V. Club 
11. Hostess to visiting dignitaries 
12. Hostess for special luncheons and dinners 
13. Special help and assistance to: 
IBL Club 




Barons of Innovation' 
Hi. Chaperon to Math Club, Continentals, LBA, and Biology Club 
13. Contributed narrative information and equipment to H.S. in Brenham lor 
show. 
IV. Martin L. Epps, Games and Recreation Supervisor 
1. Official Basketball Clock Keeper 
2. Organizing and improving Golf 
3. Starter for Interscholastic Track Meet 
k. Recall Official for Prairie View Relays 
3. Assistant Freshman Coach in Football 
6. Director of PTA Annual Project 
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V. Ikie M. Shanks, Facility Coordinator (Student Acting Assistant Director) 
1. Alumni Finance Committee 
2. All Sports Banquet Finance Committee 
3. Employee's Picnic Committee 
U. Steak Dinner for Football Finance Committee 
5. Parents Day Courtesy Committee 
6. Educational Conference Housing Committee 
7. Hostess to: 
Camp Fire Girls Arkansas High School 
Galveston High School 
MEMORIAL CENTER BUSINESS OPERATION 
1961-62 
From all indications it seems that the Memorial Center Business 
Operation will show a small profit for the current year's operation. While 
this profit will not remove the deficit of previous years, it does show the 
potential strenght of this area. 
The main problem is still the food service area which will show a 
considerable loss for the year. Several surveys have been made and specific 
recommendations to the Business Manager and President concerning same are to 
be forwarded upon completion. 
MEMORIAL CENTER RECOMMENDATIONS 
1961-62 
The following recommendations are offered in the belief that they will 
strengthen the opportunity of the Memorial Center to contribute to the 
efforts of total college in the academic, cultural and civic development of 
the Prairie View student and the college's service to its alumni and citizens 
of the state: 
1. That the Advisory Board be reinstated to former position 
in the operative structure of the Memorial Center. 
2. That the finance structure of Student Programs be specifically 
clarified as to service area. 
3. That administrative position as to the use of the Manorial Center 
Facility by student groups, Faculty groups and conferences be made' 
clear through; periodic communications to department heaus, faculty*, 
student leaders and club sponsors. 
h. That a study be made of immediate and long term expansion needs of 
the Memorial Center facility. 
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Rentals & Sales 
Total Funds 
Transfer to Stu. Prog. 














EXPLANATION OF SOURCE AND DISBURSEMENT 
OF ACTIVITY FUNDS 
Account 1*0-331* MSU-Student Programs 
I. Source of Funds 1961-62 
A. Student Fees 
B. Gameroom sales and rentals 
II, Disbursement of Funds 
A. As budgeted by the Administration 
B. As sub-budgeted by Director of Student Activities upon counsel 
from Advisory Board and approval by the Administration. 
III. Funda Available 









2. Office Management 
3. OASI and WIC 
1*. Utilities 








EXPLANATION OF SOURCE AND DISBURSEMENT 
OF ACTIVITY FUNDS 
Account 1*0-212 Student Activity Concessions 
I. Source of Funds 1961-62 
A. Benefit Movies 
B. Special Student Dances 
C. Passenger fares for trip charters 
D. Football Program Advertisements and Sales 
3h 
II. Disbursement of Funds 
A. Funds are disbursed as consigned by Director of Student Life, 
Director of Student Activities and College Business Manager, 
B, Unconsigned funds are disbursed by Director of Student Activities. 
III. Funds Available 
A. April 30, 1962 
1. Income (as per Fiscal Statement U/30/62) ii,312.26 
2. Expenses (as per Fiscal Statement and recent 
encumbrances) U,UU3.93 
3. Net (*) red 131.72 
B. Area of Disbursement to date 
1. Football Programs l,2lilu71 
2. Passenger fares '777.70 
3. Activities 2,323.38 
TOTAL H73L6729 
NOTE: Additional funds are needed in this account to remove red figure 
before August 31, 1962. 
Account 99-115 Memorial Center Cultural Program 
I. Source of Funds 
A. Donations 
II. Disbursement 
A. For support of cultural and leadership activities only. 
B. As recommended by Director of Student Activities and approve 
by the Administration. 
III. Combined actual and projected expenditure. 
A. Amount Available 
B. Actual and Planned Expenditure 




Activity support from other accounts 
President's Account $500.00 
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REPORT FROM THE REGISTRAR 
1961-62 
The Registrar's Office has been the only centralized source of 
information with complete records on all students. Student Personnel 
Sendees are scattered among several offices which keep scattered in­
formation after a fashion on the students in the areas served by them. 
Some of these records vary from completeness to non-existence. This 
situation was embarrasingly brought out during the visit of the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education the past year. Some 
efforts will be made during the year to develop a file containing all the 
pertinent information on a student for personnel use. 
Admissions, withdrawals, transfers, graduation, certification etc., 
are handled by a committee but administered by the Registrar, There are part 
records with the Dean of Men, Dean of Women and the Counselor, The ̂ 
Registrar has the official record of the completed transactions as in­
dicated by the tables listed below. 
NEW STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CO LIEGE FOR FIRST 
TIME IN 1961-62 by SCHOOL CR DIVISION 
MODE OF 
SCHOOL OR DIVISION MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Agriculture 32 32 
Arts & Sciences 263 U60 723 
Engineering 93 93 
Home Economics 1 97 98 
Industrial Education 1U5 11 156 
Nursing Education 76 76 
Total 53U 6hb 1178 
' TRANSFERS 
SCHOOL OR DIVISION FROM TO 
Agriculture 2 1 
Arts and Sciences 11 31 
Engineering 12 1 
Home Economics h 7 
Industrial Education 6 15 
Nursing Education 20 0 
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SUMMARY OF GRADUATES 
January 1962-May 1962 
Jan. May Jan. May Jan. May 
Degree Male Female Totals 
B.S. in Agric. 1 2 0 0 1 2 
B.A. 0 9 0 19 0 28 
B.A. in Music 2 1 0 h 2 5 B.S. 7 17 h 27 11 Wi 
B.S. in Educ. 0 1 8 26 8 27 
B,S. in Arch. Engr. 0 2 0 0 0 2 
B-S. in Civil Engr. 1 3 0 0 1 3 
B.S. in Elec. Engr. 1 6 0 0 1 6 
B.S. in Mech. Engr. 1 5 0 0 1 5 
B.S. in Home Econ 0 0 2 8 2 8 
B.S. in Dietetics 0 0 k 2 h 2 
B.S. in Indus. Educ. 2 12 0 0 2 12 
B.S. in Nurs. Educ 0 0 1 5 1 5 
M.A. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M. Ed. 0 2 6 2 6 h 
M.S. 0 3 0 0 0 3 
Cert, of Proficiency 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Cert, of Apprenticeship 5 6 0 0 5 6 
Total 20 69 TT 9k u5 I5T 
Grand Total 208 
1962 January and May Graduates 





























1iMPR PROBIEMS IN ADMISSION AMD RETENTTnw 
OF_STUDENTS IN THE RESPECTIVE CO LIEGE PROGRAMS 
1961-62 
1* vou^arp admission" criteria there is always the feeling that 
you are letting in too many who don't have the slightest chance of 
making normal progress in the program they have chosen. 
2. Because students are admitted in such large numbers in some areas there 
ls always the feeling that too many are not being "reached" by the 
a visory services of the college. — And when they are "reached" contact 
is not maintained long enough to really help those that need it, 
3. Even though academic records are sent to every subject matter major, too 
many students' programs reflect that apparently no reference has been 
made to his file as he continues his program each semester. 
U« Students are "forced" to select a major on entrance and too many are not 
prepared to make such a decision. Consequently too many frustrations 
and program changes are "cultivated" rather than reduced by our own system. 
5, We have the feeling that too few of the persons assigned as freshmen 
advisors really do not get to know their advisees before the advisees 
arrive. They are not taking advantage of the records available in the 
Registrar's Office for their prospective majors: Ex: High School Tran­
scripts, Application and Autobiography, and Personality Rating forms. 
These records divided by major areas, are readily available to each 
advisor but some are not using them. 
6. Greater coordination between agencies offering various forms of student 
aid in order that only most deserving students will benefit: 
Part-time Employment National Defense Fund Loans 
Hardship Scholarships State Scholarships 
Hazelwood Exemptions War Orphan Aid 
Veteran Administration Benefits Abner Davis Loans 
Contract Employment Private Scholarships or Assistance not 
r^QipQ controlled by the College 
Nurse Stipends Jones Scholarships and others offered 
through colleges. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS AND STUDENT ADJUSTMENT 
1961-62 
The Student Council has had a fairly successful year considering the 
. f problems it faced, the ambitions program proposed and the lethargy 
n?+he council membership and the student body. The reelection of the 
c+ Hpnt Council President and several other members of the Council should 
S-tuaen ded experience in student leadership for the coming school term 
g Lnviciously lacking the past year. An attempt was made by the Student 
ronncS to dSect the election of class officers, but there was little * 
T^onse from the classes. The general student elections for Miss Prairie 
' d the members elected to the Student Council on campus wide ballots 
e successful. As indicated by the tabulation below Miss Prairie View and 
the Student CouAcil Officers were elected 
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GEpIERAL STUDENT BODY ELECTION 
PRAIRIE VIEW A & M COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 
March 28, 1%2 
VOTING INSTRUCTIONS » 
(uneck your choice and place in Box) 
For President of Student Council For Tice-President of Student Council 
O William Batts m - £J James Lmm, ^ 
|2£|giiS2a Manager of Student [J Tommy Osborne 755 
/7 Maceo Gray - — ?ecretary 2l Student Council 
^ .. .J _ fl Eartha James 680 For Councilman At Jarpr* w 
r~7 „ , . / / Elaine Smith 6lf> 
/ 7 Frederick Batts -
For Miss Prairie View 
EJ Addie Bell 88 
/~7 Perry Ann Garner 122 
Run Off D George Faye DeRouen *51*9 - 612 
] 
// Mary Ann Jo liver *352 - 912 
0 James Etta Odom 201 
- Unopposed winners 
•jf Run Off 
1 Miss Prairie View Winner 
Student employment as in previous years had several times as many 
applicants as there were jobs available. It has been possible to have as 
many students as we have beoause the amount one student might earn has been 
limited to the monthly maintenance cost. There is the feeling that some 
few students have taken advantage of student employment, hardship scholar­
ships, National Defense Loan and received considerably more funds than were 
needed for educational expenses. During the next school year a closer 
coordination of all "of the student assistance programs will be attempted with 
a view to making a wide distribution of the aid among- the large number of 
needy students enrolled. *• .  *-• 
- t. k „ 
The foreign students enrolled for a full time program have dwindled to 
about five students. There have been no major problems. The two Liberian 
students on Liberian Government scholarship are in scholastic difficulty, 
hO 
Their work has been of a very poor quality and they have been generally 
irrisponsible in complying with academic and administrative regulations. 
The students from Nigeria and Jamacia have been much less of a problem. 
There have been many visitors or participants from the underdeveloped 
countries enrolled for short and intensive courses in Agriculture and 
Agriculture Extension. The Agricultural staff has looked after all details 
in the adjustments of these visitors to the program. There have been 
no problems with these participants. 
Throughout the year the chief concern of Student Personnel Services has 
been the adjustment of students to the college environment enabling them to 
develop to the fullest their intellectual, social, religious, physical and 
moral capacities. 
